
Pictures from the archives

Edward Pyatl

These pictures ri-om the Alpine Club collection are copied and reproduced here for
the first time_

Taken on Langdale Pike in 1882, shows:
from row (L to R)-Carleigh, ?, Don-Dundee, Craven, Horace Walker, Vernon, Charles
Pilkington, Heelis, Frank Hardcasde
back group (L to RJ-Eustace Hulton, Lawrence Pilkington, Stafford Anderson, W. C.
Slingsby, brother-in-law ofSlingsby.

Taken on Snowdon summit in 1883, shows:
top three (L to R)-C. P. Baker, Hulton, Slingsby
next pair (L 10 R)-Hardcastle, Hardey
next pair lower (L to R)-Thorpe, Walker
lower line (L to R)-Topham (eldest brother), Chiddick, Brocklehurst, Dent, Craven, Fred
Cardiner, Wilson (illegible word) Claude
silting in froOl (L to R)-Heelis, ?

(These identifications are wriuen on the face of the photographs and obviously dale back a
considerable period.)

A month on Trisul
Sadashige Inada

On 28 September 1978, we, the Himalayan Association of japan (HAj) Garhwal
Himalaya Expedition, climbed Trisul Main Peak (7120m), Trisul II (6690m) and

nnamed Peak (about 6100m), on the N ridge ofTrisul Main Peak, in only 10 days
from establishing Base Camp.

We first planned to visit Nun (7135m) in August 1978 and obtained climbing
permission, but that permission was cancelled for an unknown reason in December
1977 by tbe Government of India. This was a blow to our plans and at once we sem
Masato Oki, the Director of HAj, to India to obtain permission for Trisul Main
Peak. This was refused also, since permission had already been given ro another
expedition during Autumn 1978. We then asked for Trisul 11, and obtained
permission for September/ Ocrober in 1978. The expedition divided into 2, because
a few members still insisted on Nun. They applied for this and were granted
permission for March 197 .

The HA] Garhwal Himalaya Expedition 1978 had 19 members (including 2
ladies) and was led by Sadashige Inada. The Government of India appointed Capt
Mukesh Chopra, attached to the Parachute Regt stationed at Leh, as Liaison
Officer.

Our expedition consisted of members from various pans ofjapan, all members
of HAj. This Association was founded in 1967 and has about 1000 members. Since
1971 we have carried out expeditions as follows: 1971 Haramukh (climbed); 1973
Kanjeralwa (6612m, first ascend; 1974 Lamjung Himal (6983m, 2nd ascent); 1975
Rishi Pahar (6992m, first ascent), Saf Minar (691Im, first ascend, Bamchu (6303m,
first ascem), Nun (7135m, attempt reaching 7000m); 1'976 Afghan Hindu Kush
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(some peaks over 5000m climbed); 1977 Pk Communism (7482m, climbed); 1978
Nun (climbed), Batura II (7 71Om, first ascent by the S face). I had climbed Rishi
Pahar in 1975.

Towards the end of August 1978, we sent to India an advance party of K.
onaka and F. Tsunoda for general management of our expedition and to smooth

out difficulties with the Customs. We sent all our baggage from Tokyo to ew Delhi
by plane at the beginning ofJuly. It arrived after 5 days but then took one month to
pass Customs. At this time K. Kikuchi was in Kathmandu organizing the HAJ
Kangchenjunga expedition for 1980 and 1981. We called him and he flew to ew
Delhi on 15 July. He succeeded in clearing our baggage through the Customs and
on 7 August all of it was at last transported from the airport to the Hotel York.

Late in the evening of 3 September our advance party set out for the Garhwal
Himalaya, but there were serious floods along the route from the Hindustan plain
to the mountains and they had many difficulties to overcome. The Alaknanda River
was full to the brim and the road cut in many places. At last they arrived in Lata
on 10 September. On the next day they left for the Base Camp with 42 porters and
50 sheep, arriving 4 days later. The caravan route was used, crossing the Dharansi
pass and along the Rishi Ganga to the Trisul valley. Our Base Camp was established
at Tridan on the left side of the Trisul glacier at 4750m. This spot has been used in
the past by other Trisul parties.

On 10 September the main body flew from Tokyo, arriving at New Delhi
Airport at midnight the same day. Next day they were held up by the closure of the
road and railway from New Delhi to the outskirts of the big flood. Late in the day
we heard that Yam una Bridge had reopened. On 12 September we left Hotel York
for Rishikesh by charter bus, but only arrived there very late because of road
troubles due to the floods. Next day we headed towards Joshimath along the
Alaknanda River, but again arrived late for the same reason. The following
morning we reached Lata, the start point of the approach march, but could not
then set out as there were no porters available.

On 15 September we at last left Lata for the Base Camp with 50 porters and 120
sheep, the latter carrying 10 to 14 kg in cloth bag~ on their backs. The caravan
halted at Lata Kharak, Dibrugheta and Bethartoli, then reached Base Camp on 19
September. In Bethartoli S. Suzuki was taken ill, so we sent 2 porters to Base Camp
and the advance party, onaka and Tsunoda, can'ied down oxygen bottles from
Base Camp to Bethartoli at midnight. On 19 September we arrived at Base Camp
along the left moraine of the Trisul glacier. We set up 12 tents including a large
mess tent and made a stone kitchen alongside. We employed 2 high altitude
porters, 3 kitchen porters and 3 Base Camp porters. Our high altitude porters were
Narain Singh and Gobinda Singh; both worked very hard with us throughout the
expedition. First of all we held a memorial ceremony for T. Kamei, originally
selected as climbing leader of our expedition. A leading climber in Japan, he was
killed on Hachindar Ch ish in the Karakoram on 20 June 1978.

On 19 September we began climbing activities on Trisul. Twelve members and 2
porters set out to establish Camp I and to carry loads there. We set up a temporary
camp at 5050m on the L side of the Tr"isul glacier; next day this camp was moved to
a point more than lOOm higher and became Camp I (5150m). The route from Base
Camp to Camp I went first along the moraine, then down to the glacier; there was
no difficulty but the distance was 6~km. Camp I was at the end of the E ridge of
Trisul Main Peak.
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On 21 September Tsunoda and Yashima left Camp 1 to reconnoitre the branch
glacier flowing out between Trisul Main Peak and Trisul 11. They reached a point at
5950m on that glacier and they also found a good site for Camp 2 at a point
(5850m) on a snow-plateau on the glacier. The other II members carried loads to
that point and then returned to Camp I. That same day Nonaka and Nojima went
up to Camp I.

Next day all members in Camp 1 carried loads to Camp 2 and stayed there. The
route went along the E ridge with very little technical difficulty. At this time the
condition of Kuwabara, ill at Base Camp, changed for the worse and 1 called to
Doctor Nojima [i-om Camp 1 by walkie-talkie. He rushed to the Base Camp

arriving at II am. The illness was diagnosed as bronchitis, so I decided to request
aid from the Army Base at Joshimath; Narain Singh was sent down therefore for
this purpose. Meanwhile the expedition members in Camp 2 went up to a point
about 6000m then returned to Base Camp, thus completing the first stages of
acclimatization.

For 2 days all members rested at the Base Camp. On the morning of 24
September a helicopter Hew in at last. Kuwabara was quickly loaded in and went
down with Inada, arriving at Joshimath Army Base only 25 min later. He was
admitted to Joshimath Army Hospital and the helicopter was soon on its way back
to Base Camp with Inada and Narain Singh. Kuwabara was later transferred to
Bareilly Army Hospital; he left there at the end of September, meeting the rest of
the expedition at the Hotel York in New Delhi. Now he is completely restored to
health.

On 25 September lnada, Nojima, Wada and the Liaison Officer went to Camp 1
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for acclimatization with 2 other members and 2 porters. Next morning the main
body left Base Camp to begin the attack. They rested a short time at Camp I, then
wem to Camp 2. Hatakeyama and Suzuki started fi"om Base Camp and climbed to
5495m on the ridge of Trisul Main Peak; there they established Attack Camp
before t"eturning to Base Camp.

On 27 September all members at Camp 2 set out at 4.30am" The party
OI"ganization was as follows: Trisul Main Peak party-Tsunoda (leader), Yashima,
Tobita, ishida, Takahara and j akaoka. Trisulll party- onaka (leader), lijima,
Annaka, Kitaga\\"a, lmai, Tsurube and Majima. Unnamed Peak (6100m) pany
Hatakeyama and Suzuki.

The Trisul 11 party had to set up a Camp 3 since the route to the summit was
long and they had a lot of equipment. They stopped at about 6400m and made the
camp there. The route from Camp 2 to Camp 3 was long, the snow was soft and had
some crevasses, but there was no technical difficulty. Of the Trisul Main Peak party,
Tsunoda and Yashima reached a col (6600m) between Trisul Main Peak and Trisul
11 in a reconnaissance, while other members carried up equipment to Camp 3.
Inada, Nojima, Wada and Capt Chopra went up to Camp 2 in support.

Early in the morning Hatakeyama and Suzuki started from Base Camp for the
ascem of Unnamed Peak. They easily climbed. the snow-slope of the N ridge and
reached the summit, where they found the marks of predecessors.

28 September was the ascent day, even though the weather was the worst since
we aITived at Base Camp. The snow-fall had been continuous since the day before
and it was blowing hard. Now there was fresh snow 300n deep covering the route.
All members started from Camp 3 at 2.30am. Outside it was very cold and dark.
The Trisul 11 party passed over a crevasse area and reached the col. The distance
from this point to the summit of Trisul 11 was estimated to be about 1000m, but the
route was very deep in snow. They took turns to lead and at 6am reached the
summit. This was a wide dome of about 600 sq m. They stayed 30min, then
returned direct to Base Camp, except 1'01" a few members.

The Trisul Main Peak party also started from Camp 3 at 2.30am. They ran into
trouble, losing the route in deep snow and darkness. At 7.30am they reached
6700m, when I received word by walkie-talkie that they were worried about
cominuing because of the bad weather. But 1 decided that they should go on since
conditions seemed to be improving. The snow was hard and the S ridge was a virgin
route. The slope of the ridge was 30 to 45 degrees and no fixed ropes were
necessary. We were lucky; the weather now cleared and they could look at the upper
part. The attack party reached 7000m at 9am and began to climb the steep slope of
the summit pyramid. The slope here was 50 to 60 degrees. They climbed up
carefully in short bursts. By lOam they had succeeded in making a new ascent of
Trisul Main Peak by the S ridge. The summit was a small triangular snow patch.
There was a wonderful panorama of 360 degrees to Kamet, Nanda Devi, Nanda
Kot, the peaks ofW Nepal and many others. They stayed on the summit for 30min,
burying a photograph ofTeteki Kamei in the eternal snow.

On the way back there was some difficulty and one member slipped on the
traverse, but was held by the next man on the rope. However, Takahara had eye
trouble above Camp 3, and had to have the support of other members. At 9pm they
arrived at Camp 2 and were given hot drinks and soup by Inada, Wada and Capt
Chopra.

Next day all the members came down to Base Camp. The same night we had a
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celebralion pany with a big bonfire, in which \\'e were joined by members of Poli h
and Italian expeditions al 0 climbing in the area.

At the end of eptember we withdrew trom Base Camp and left for home. e
arri\'ed at Lata in only 3 days, during which the weather was clear and we had good
views of anda Devi, Bethanoli Himal and other famous mountains. On 4 OClOber
w'e arri\'ed back at the Hotel York in ew Delhi and after 2 day we returned by ail'
to Japan, the main body arriving at Tokyo Airpon on 7 October.

Additional notes on Namibia

Tony Mill

The potelltial 101' rock climbing in amibia has barely begun 10 be lapped, ince
there al'e c1ills and mountains of variou size all over the country. Only the name
of Groot Spitzkoppe is likely to bring a glimmer of recognition to any but a outh
African climber. However there have been a number of areas which have received
some development in recem years.

Most Iloticeable of these areas is the mountain known as Abbabis in the
Oljipatera near Karibib. This 300m,high cliffofquanzite ofTers open-face climbing
of a type unusual 101' amibia; numerou rOUles exi t here now, mo t1y in the
cvcrc~ to Hard SeYer'e category. corpion and Admil<ltio arc probabl ' the be t of

these. Clearly vi ible from Abbabis i the impressive escarpmel1l of the Erongo
Mountains, several miles long, 'ome 30D-SOOm high with not a single route done!
The rock is reponed 10 be basalt, but very sound for it type.

ear Windhoek the ISOm.high cliffs of the Falconstein give many lines used for
practice climbing by the locals; outstanding are Leather Tackie, Dovecote Fromal
and Baboon Direct, and on the other side, Eagles Nest, all offering good middle
grade climbing on sound rock.

On the Brandberg, Namibia's highest mountain, no rock climbing ha been
done, except for one route on the imposing Orabeskopf, which gave Rodney
Lichunan an impressive 400m crack and chimney line called Dogbreath. This i a
very remote area, with long approach and de cent walks along the Goasebschluchl.

Another area with much greatel' potential than ha been realized is the
Pondok berge adjoining Groot Spitzkoppe. There are route on Pondokspit and
Pondoks I, 2,.3, and 4, all about SOOm long on very rough although friable granite,
Recent additions include Alte Sau and Solitaire on P4, Azur and Xylocopid on P3
and Abrasion on Pondokspits. There must be many more line on these, at fir t
sight, insignificant peaks, which turn outLO be much larger than they look.

The history of the first ascent of Groot Spitzkoppe is well documented elsewhere
and on our ascent, the I06th (fir t American and econd British, we believe) we
were disappointed by the quality of the rock and the lack of continuity of the
climbing, although it was undoubtedly a tour-de-force of route finding for 1947, on
a fine mountain. The Schreiber route on the W wall is a different propo ition
altogether, now largely free at about Very Severe. We were defeated by the heat
and again due LO lack of traffic the rock is inclined to loosene s. Lichtman ha al 0

climbed the obviou line on the E ridge, but found 2 bathooks necessary. Here a
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